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Discrete Phonics Sessions
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Chapter 2: Set 5 Consolidation (/h/, /b/, /f/, /l/)
Weekly Overview

Recap Intro/Whole Group Independent Plenary

5 mins 10 mins 10 mins 5 mins

• Ch2 flashcards and uppercase flashcards
• High Frequency Words
• Puppet Joe
• Large whiteboard or flipchart with pens
• SmartBoard (IWB)

• Pencils
• Highlighters
• Chapter 2 Set 5 Story Books
• OPTIONAL: Blending and Segmenting visual resources

Resources

Note: Where an Interactive Whiteboard or alternative screen is not available. Please use the flashcards and a 
whiteboard to demonstrate formation rather than using the formation animations. At all appropriate opportunities, 
please model and reinforce the correct tripod pencil grip.

Lesson 1 – Haz the Hen

Recap – Recap sounds (Shout it out) and HFW.

Intro/Objective – Revisiting sounds this week, say ‘Hey’ to Haz the hen (‘See, Sound, Name, Action.’).

Whole Group – Song, Formation Animations with Rhymes, Story, HFW.

Independent Activity –  Formation.

Resources – Chapter 2 flashcards (Set 1 to 4, ‘h’ and ‘H’), High Frequency Word cards (Set 1 to 4,  
‘had’ and ‘him’), puppet Joe, Haz the Hen story book, Resources 1-4, Resources 5 and 10, SmartBoard 
(IWB), pencils.

OPTIONAL: Resources 5, Blending and Segmenting visual resources.

Recap – Recap sounds and play ‘Lights, Camera, Action.’

Intro/Objective – Say ‘Boo!’ to Bumble the bee (‘See, Sound, Name, Action.’)

Whole Group – Song, formation animations with rhymes, story, HFW.

Independent Activity – Formation.

Resources – Chapter 2 flashcards (Set 1 to 4, ‘h’, ‘b and ‘B’), High Frequency Word cards (Set 1 to 4, 
‘had’, ‘him’, ‘but’, ‘back’ and ‘big’), puppet Joe, Bumble the Bee story book, Resources 6-9, SmartBoard 
(IWB), pencils, 

OPTIONAL: Swatters/pointers or beanbags and Resource 10, Resources 11-13.

Lesson 2 – Bumble the Bee
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Lesson 4 – Lily the Ladybird

What’s next? Set 6: /j/, /v/, /w/, /x/

Lesson 5 - Consolidation

Lesson 3 – Flick the Fly 

Recap – Recap sounds and HFW.

Intro/Objective –  Say ‘Hello’ to Flick the fly (‘See, Sound, Name, Action.’).

Whole Group – Song, formation animations with rhymes, story, HFW

Independent Activity – Beat the teacher (filling in the blanks).

Resources – Chapter 2 flashcards (Set 1 to 4, ‘h’, ’b’, ‘f’ and ‘F’), High Frequency Word cards (Set 1 to 4, 
‘had’, ‘him, ‘but’, ‘big’, ‘back’, ‘if’, ‘from’ and ‘of’) puppet Joe, Flick the Fly story book, Resources 14, 18-25, 26, 
SmartBoard (IWB), pencils.  

OPTIONAL: Resources 15 to 17, Resources 27 and 28.

Recap – Recap sounds and Ch1 Activity.

Intro/Objective – Say ‘Hello’ to Lily the ladybird (‘See, Sound, Name, Action.’).

Whole Group – Song, formation animations with rhymes, story, HFW.

Independent Activity – Formation.

Resources – Chapter 2 flashcards (Set 1 to 4, ‘h’, ‘b’, ‘f’, ‘l’ and ‘L’), High Frequency Word cards (Set 1-4 ‘had’, 
‘him, ‘but’, ‘big’, ‘back’, ‘if’, ‘from’, ‘of’ and ‘help’), puppet Joe, Lily the Ladybird story book, Resources 29-32, 35, 
SmartBoard (IWB), pencils.

OPTIONAL: Resource 27, 33-34, 41. Beanbags (access to outdoor area and chalk).

Recap – Recap Sounds and Play HFW bingo.

Intro/Objective – What have we covered this week?

Whole Group – Real and alien words.

Independent Activity – Word writing and letter formation

Resources – Chapter 2 flashcards and uppercase flashcards (Set 1 to 5), High Frequency Word cards (Set 1 to 5) 
puppet Joe, Resources 36, 37, 39 and 40, SmartBoard (IWB), pencils. 

OPTIONAL: Resource 38.



Continuous/Enhanced Provision Suggestions
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ICT

• Phonics Shed games
• Flight of the Bumblebee pianist 
• Flight of the Bumblebee dance cartoon
• Number bonds within 5

Writing

• Make a card to go with a present/writing gift 
tag (Flick)

• Letter formation sheets

Reading

• Book List
• Find the object books (e.g., Where’s Wally)
• High Frequency Word Bingo (Resource 36)
• Word hop-scotch (Resources 33-35) (Lily)

Small World

• Flower garden (Flick/Lily)
• Farm (Haz)

Numeracy

• Positional Language (Haz)
• Colour Mixing Addition (Bumble) (Resource 11)
• Stripy repeating patterns (Bumble) (Resource 12)
• Subtraction questions within 5 (Flick) (Resource 28)

Construction

• Build a hen house (Haz)

Role Play

• Gift shop (Flick) [link to numeracy with money]
• Garden centre/florist (Flick/Lily)

Water

• Leaves/lily pads in the water (Lily)  
[write numbers/letters on for activities]

Craft

• Create an egg carrier/protector (Haz)
• Make a Bumble model (Resource 13)
• Design wrapping paper for Flick’s presents
• Leaf prints (Lily) [links to outdoor]
• Make a flower (Flick) (Resource 27)

Music

• Character song sheets in the area
• Flight of the Bumblebee by Nikolai Rimsky-

Korsakov (listen and appraise/create art from 
listening) (Bumble)

• Flight of the Bumblebee videos [ICT]

Outdoor

• Flower and Leaf Hopscotch [using chalk, literacy/
numeracy link] (Lily)

• Play hide and hunt outside. (Haz)
• Hide HFW/flashcards for children to hunt (Haz)
• Balancing activities outside (Bumble) [PD session]
• Leaf rubbing (Lily)
• Nature Trail (Resource 41)

Other/Notes

Other small group activities: Circle Time Listening activities: one child closes their eyes and follows directions, or someone 
hides something noisy behind their back and person in the centre has to guess who (everyone has hands behind their back 
and pretends to make the noise).

Homework: Play hide and hunt at home, formation sheets.

Chapter 2: Set 5 Consolidation (/h/, /b/, /f/, /l/)

Sand

• Seeds in tray to scoop, pour, plant in mud/sand, 
sieve etc. (Flick)

• Fake flowers to plant 
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Guidance Materials

Please recap the sound and action video for this 
GPC yourself before you begin to teach it.

Important Note

Avoid using digraphs/trigraphs containing ‘h’, such 
as ‘th’, ‘ch’ and ‘igh.’ These are covered later in the 
scheme.  ‘The’ is a Chapter 2 CEW so can be included.

Introduction

Hide the Haz the hen flashcard again (character side 
facing out) somewhere where the children can spot it 
(somewhere different to last time, and where you can 
easily reach it!).
“Today, we are going to spend a bit more time with one 
of the friends we met last week. She’s hiding again, 
let’s see if you can see her.”
• See - Show lowercase flashcard. “Here she is! It’s 

Haz the hen – say ‘Hey’ to Haz!’” Children and Joe do 
action and say ‘Hey’ to Haz. 

• Sound: Demonstrate the sound ‘h’ makes (ensure 
you breathe the /h/-/h/-/h/, NOT ‘huh’, it is unvoiced). 
Run Joe’s hand or your finger down and over Haz’s 
body to demonstrate formation.

• Name: “This letter’s name is ‘aych’. Can you say 
‘aych’?” Children repeat ‘aych’. Support and correct 
where necessary.

• Action: “Quick let’s show Haz that we are ready 
to play!” Do action (Hiding eyes with hands) 
“Remember, when we see Haz, this is what we do to 
let her know we want to play hide and hunt!” 

• Uppercase: Show uppercase flashcard, “This is 
where Haz loves to hide; inside her hen house. It 
makes the same sound as Haz (/h/) and has the 
same letter name (‘aych’), but it is a capital letter, 
it is bigger. We use a capital at the start of names, 
places and sentences.”

Recap

High Frequency Words: Shuffle and quick fire through all HFW flashcards (Set 1 to 5). Remind children that the aim is 
to read all these words without sounding out.

Previous Sounds: Cycle through the flashcards (Set 1 to 5). Play Shout it out. Hide previously taught flash card behind 
a surface (e.g., book, board). Inch card slowly out then quickly to reveal sound. Children to shout out sound. Repeat 
with different sounds. Opportunity to recap names, sounds and characters, ensuring children are clear on what you 
want them to shout out.

Resources

Chapter 2: Set 5 Consolidation (/h/, /b/, /f/, /l/)

Lesson One: Haz the Hen

5 mins

5 mins

• Chapter 2 flashcards (Set 1 to 4, ‘h’ and ‘H’)
• High Frequency Word cards (Set 1 to 4,  

‘had’ and ‘him’)
• Puppet Joe
• Haz the Hen story book

• Resources 1-4
• Resources 5 and 10
• SmartBoard (IWB), pencils.
• OPTIONAL: Resources 5, Blending and Segmenting 

visual resources.
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Whole Group

• Song: Sing the Haz the hen song once and ask the 
children to join in (Resource 1)

• Formation: 
• Lowercase formation Animation with Rhyme – 

From the top of her head to her toes, then up 
and over her body to her tail. Encourage children 
to write the letter on the back of the opposite 
hand with their fingers.

• Uppercase Formation Animation with Rhyme – 
Down both sides of the hen house and over the 
door. Encourage children to write the letter on 
the back of the opposite hand with their fingers.

• Story: Share Haz the Hen’s story and ask 
comprehension questions.

• HFW: Recap ‘had’ and ‘him.’ Children to read without 
sounding out. Put ‘had’ and ‘him into sentences to 
show how they might be used. 

Assessment

Grapheme/phoneme correspondence for ‘h’ /h/ and ‘H’ /h/
• To know that ‘h’ and ‘H’ make the same sound; /h/
• To be able to recall the letter name, sound and action.

Please see the Assessment Guidance for more information on what to do if you find children are not secure with the 
assessment focus in this lesson.

Lesson: One  
Lesson Focus: Haz the Hen

Additional Suggestions for Continuous Provision

• Play ‘hide and hunt’ outside
• Hide HFW flashcards for children to hunt
• Create an egg carrier/protect an egg challenge.
• Additional small group activity: Hidden Words: Hide the Resource 5 words 

in a set area. The children must find them and write them down. Have the 
children work in partners, one child to read the words and one to write.  
Simplify – Support to sound out and blend the word. 
Expect – Read the word independently. 
Extend – Hear the word and write correctly without looking at the word.

Poppy and Sam’s Animal Hide 
and Seek by Jenny Tyler (2003) 
[ISBN: 978-0746055755]

Suggested Story

Plenary

 Show ‘h’ lowercase flashcard. “What is the name of this letter? What sound does it make? It sounds like this  
‘/h/-/h/-/h/’ Can you say ‘/h/-/h/-/h/’?” Children repeat ‘/h/-/h/-/h/’ Correct where necessary.

 Repeat with uppercase flashcard and discuss how it is bigger because it is a capital letter. Reinforce that  
Haz the hen and her hen house make the same sound.

 Sing the Haz the hen song (Resource 1), children to clap/tap when they hear /h/.

 Card sort. Use a mixture of words from Resources 5 and 10. “Does this word have an ‘h’ in?” Sound out word 
and place in the correct pile. 

 Show HFW ‘had’ and ‘him’.  “Can you read the words on these cards?” Correct where necessary.

 Praise the children for their achievements this session and address misconceptions.

Independent Activities

Simplify –  Straight lines and bounces to ‘h’ formation 
(Resource 2). 
Expect – Guided ‘h formation and HFW (Resource 3). 
Extend – Guided ‘h’ formation and words (Resource 4).

Resources may be printed or used as an example for 
guided whiteboard work to show progression from  
week 1 formation activity (on IWB/screen).

5 mins

5 mins

10 mins
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Chapter 2 
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Haz the hen's song: (to the tune of If You're Happy and You Know it)

If you’re hiding from the hog in hide 
and hunt [cover eyes and /h/ /h/] 

If you’re hiding from the hog in 
hide and hunt [cover eyes and /h/ /h/] 

If you’re hiding with Haz the hen, 
help the hog out again.  

If you’re hiding from the hog, 
Hum, hum, hum. [cover eyes and /h/ /h/]
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had hen hum hand 

him hut hit hunt 

hat hop hug hump 

hot hog hip hint 




